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Interpolation Manifolds.

RITA SAERENS

INTRODUCTION AND DEFINITIONS

In this paper we study several interpolation and peaking questions for
function algebras on interpolation manifolds in the boundary of strictly
pseudoconvex domains and in the distinguished boundary of the unit polydisc.

We first recall the definitions of some basic concepts used throughout
the text. 

,

We denote by Ak(D) with 0  k  oo, the algebra of all functions that
are analytic on the bounded domain D and for which all the derivatives of
order less than or equal to k extend continuously to the closure of D. The
algebra AO(D) of functions analytic on D and continuous on D, will be de-
noted by A(D).
A compact subset E of the boundary bD of D is called a peak set for

Ak(D) if there is a function G in Ak(D) which is identically one on E and
such that IG(z) C 1 for all z in DBE.

The set E is called an interpolation set Ak(D) if for each f in ek (E),
there exists an .F E Ak(D) which equals f on E.

If we can choose the above function .F’ to have the additional property
that I whenever z belongs to DBE and f fl o, then E is

called a peak-interpolation set for Ak(D).
The set E is called a local peak set (or a local interpolation set or a local

peak-interpolation set) for Ak(D) if for each point p in E, there is some neigh-
borhood Up such that E r1 Up is a peak set (or an interpolation set or a peak-
interpolation set) for Ak(D).

In what follows we will mostly be concerned with these properties for

compact subsets of interpolation sets. More general peak sets and inter-
polation sets are studied in [12], [13], [16] and [39].

Pervenuto alla Redazione 1’8 Giugno 1983.
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For a strictly pseudoconvex domain in CN, the concept of interpolation
manifold was introduced (although not called this) by Davie and Øksendal [8].
A Ci-submanifold Z of the boundary bD of a strictly pseudoconvex domain D,
is called an Interpolation manifold. for D if at each point in p in 27, its tangent
space Tp(27) is contained in T ~(bD), the maximal complex tangent space
to bD at p. The manifold 27 is also said to point in the complex direction.

Every compact subset of such a manifold is a peak-interpolation set
for A(D), (see [6], [8], [16], [22], [26]).

The algebra A(D) is the only one for which peak-interpolation results
are known. Interpolation and peaking results are known for other algebras.
Under the assumptions that both 27 and bD are of class Coo, Hakim and
Sibony [14] proved that every compact set of Z is an interpolation set
and a local peak set for A°°(D), while Chaumat and Chollet [4] showed
that they are also peak sets. Both papers contain partial local converses.
Fornaess and Henriksen [11] obtained global converses.

Another interpolation result of the same kind is due to Burns and Stout [3]
who proved that if 27 is closed and real-analytic, then every real-analytic
function on 27 extends to a function holomorphic in a neighborhood of D.
They, also, have a converse result.

Geometric questions concerning interpolation manifolds in the boundary
of a strongly pseudoconvex domain were studied by Stout in [36].

For the unit polydisc UN in CN, the concept of interpolation manifold
has been studied much less. Burns and Stout [3] proved an interpolation
result analogous to the one on strictly pseudoconvex domains, for real-
analytic functions on a closed real-analytic submanifold Z’ of the distin-
guished boundary ~CN satisfying the following cone condition : At each point

the intersection of T,(,E’) with Cp is zero, where Cp is the closure of
the positive cone in generated by the vector fields a/aol, ..., 

N 
B

at p, with a, &#x3E; 0 for all i). We will call these manifoldsi=1 

interpolation manifolds for UN and show that interpolation theorems similar
to those for strictly pseudoconvex domains hold for these manifolds.

In the appendix, we prove that the interpolation theories for Ck -func-

tions on the unit polydisc and on strictly pseudoconvex domains differ

significantly.
There are also two major geometrical differences between the strictly

pseudoconvex case and the polydisc case. The condition of pointing in
the complex direction is a closed condition (i.e. there are arbitrarily small
perturbations of 27 which do not satisfy the condition) while the cone con-
dition is an open condition. This first difference yields the fact that most
theorems for the polydisc case only have partial converses (see also [3]).
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In both cases, the conditions on the tangent spaces imply that the real
dimension of 27 is at most N -1. (See [26] for the strictly pseudoconvex
case and [37] for more general peak sets.) For the unit ball BN in CN, the
standard examples of closed, maximal dimensional interpolation manifolds
are the sphere ~1 = bBN r1 RN and the torus

(See [9] for more examples. ) For the unit polydisc, we have however :

THEOREM. A closed, (N -1 )-dimensional interpolation manifold for UN
is a torus.

PROOF. Let n, the projection of such a manifold I to TN-1, be given by

We show that is a submersion. Choose p E Z and consider a coordinate

neighborhood U of p in 1: so small that exp (y~ , ... , yN) == (exp (iYl)’ ..., 7
exp (iyN)) is a diffeomorphism between ’, an (N-I)-dimensional sub-

manifold of RN, and U. We denote the map yroexp by q; and exp-1 (p)
by q. The map dq(q) maps T~(2) onto Indeed, the cone con-
dition on 1: is equivalent to the condition that for each y in E,

Hence there exists a vector ~==(~...~jv) in el such that T"(f)
fw (w, v) 2013 ~ = 0}. If (~i,.., WN-I) belongs to but

_ 
N-1

not to the image of Tqo(E) under then for all y in R, ’I Wi Vi + VNY =1= 0
; = 1

but this is impossible since VN *- o. Hence is surjective. But this and

implies that yc is a submersion.
Since}; is compact and TN-1 is connected, yr maps 27 onto and is

a covering projection. All the compact covering spaces of a torus are tori.

For the unit disc D in C, the Fatou-Rudin-Carleson theorem (see [17])
ensures that peak sets, interpolation sets and peak-interpolation sets for
A(D) coincide and that they are precisely the sets with Lebesgue measure
zero. The peak sets for Ak(D) ( k ~ 1 ) are all finite sets (see [39]). More

details about known results in C can be found in the survey article [7].
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PART I

PEAK-INTERPOLATION SETS

FOR BOUNDED, MEASURABLE FUNCTIONS

1. - Statement of the results.

In [31], Stein proved that every function in H°°(D), the space of bounded
holomorphic functions on a smoothly bounded domain D in C~, has non-
tangential limits almost everywhere on the boundary with respect to the
surface measure. Nagel and Rudin [23] proved that if bD is of class C’

and if y is a closed curve of class A1+tt (i.e., y is of class C’ and its derivatives
satisfy ly’(t) - y~(t’) ~ 1 ;5 C It - t’ I-), and if the tangent never points in the
complex direction, then every function in .FI°°(D) has nontangential boundary
values almost everywhere on y with respect to the measure induced by any
choice of local coordinates for the curve. On the other hand, if D is as-
sumed to be strictly pseudoconvex and y is an interpolation curve in its
boundary, then there is a function in H°°(D) which has no limit along any
curve in D that ends on y, [23].

We show that given a bounded measurable function f on y which points
in the complex direction, there exists a function in .g°°(D) whose nontan-
gential limits exist and equal f almost everywhere on V.

We denote by the space of all nonnegative, a-finite, regular Borel
measures on the Borel subset E of the boundary of the domain D. The

trivial extension of p in fl(E) to all of CN is denoted by P-.
A Borel subset E of bD is called a peak-interpolation set for It in

A(E) if for every function f in L-(E, there is an 1 in HOO(D) n
r1 such that

(1) f * = f [~u] - a.e. on E,
(2) for all z E D,

(3) li*(x)l for all x E bDBE where f * exists.

(Here and throughout the rest of the paper we denote by f * the nontangential
boundary values of f . )

It is clear that if E is a peak-interpolation set for every measure It
in then every Borel subset F of E has the same property for every
Borel measure in A(F). The Borel set E need not be closed in order to have
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the above property. We will see that the set E, = (io), exp (- 
0 E R} has this property as a subset of T2, while

has it as a subset of bB2, where in both examples a is a positive, irrational
number, (see Part II).

The following result indicates a sufficient condition for E to have this
property when D has a Cl,l-boundary, i.e. when the normals to the

boundary bD satisfy a Lipschitz condition of order 1.

THEOREM 1.1. Let D be a bounded domac2n in CN (N:-!!l), with Cl,’-

boundary. If .E is a Borel subset of bD, every compact subset of which is a
peack-interpoation set for A(D), then E is ac peak-interpolation set for every
measure p in 

Note that in the case of the unit polydisc in CN (N &#x3E; 2) the condition
on E forces it to be a subset of TN. By Rudin’s main result in [26] (on see
Part II for the statement) and by Theorem 11.1, interpolation manifolds
satisfy the hypothesis both in the strictly pseudoconvex case and in the
polydisc case. It should also be pointed out that the theorem is apparently
new even in the case N = 1.

In the case of a strictly pseudoconvex domain or of the unit polydisc
in CN (N ~ 2 ), the condition on B in Theorem I.1 is also necessary.

THEOREM 1.2. Let D be the unit polydisc or a strictly pseudoconroex domain
in CN (N &#x3E; 2). If a Borel subset E of bD is ac peak-znterpolaction set for every
measure It in J(,(E), then each compact subset of E is a peak-interpolation set
f or A(D).

The following theorem gives other examples of such a set E. For the
unit ball it was proved in [28], p. 190.

THEOREM 1.3. Let D be ac bounded strictly pseudoconvex domain in CN
with boundary of class Ca and let f be a zero-free f unction in H-(D). T h e set

E = {z E bD: f*(z) = 0~ is a Borel set with the property that every compact
subset of it is a peak-interpolation set for A(D).

Note. Although f is zero-free on D, E need not be empty.
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2. - Proof of Theorem 1.1.

We first consider the case where D has C1,1-boundary. This regularity
hypothesis implies that we can find a 30 &#x3E; 0 such that if L1) = 
0 C t  60}, then Lv r1 L,, = ~ whenever P =1= q and U Lp is contained in D,

D EbD

where denotes the outward unit normal to bD at p. (See [20].)
We fix such a 30.

Since for every a-finite, regular Borel measure fl, there exists a finite,
regular Borel measure v such that It is absolutely continuous with respect
to v and v with respect to p, we may assume thatu itself is finite. We ab-
breviate LOO(E, ,u) to LOO(p,). We denote by Ag the algebra

and by n the map from Á# to L°°(,u) defined by n(f) = The algebra .1tp
is uniformly closed. We break the proof of the theorem into several lemmas.

LEMMA 1.4. Let K be a compact subset of E and 0  There exists

a f unction g in ~,~ n C(-DBsupp jl) such that

(i) g*(x) = I x E K,

(ii) g* = 0 [,u]-a.e. on 

(iii) at every point x of bDBE where g* exists, 

(iv) the image of D under g is contained in the set fz E C : ~ 1
and larg z ~ ~ 

PROOF. By the regularity of p, we can find compact subsets Xi of
such that

We choose open neighborhoods Wi of supp p in D such that 
00

and n Wi = supp fi. For the function hj that equals 1 on K
~==1

and 20131 on Kj, is continuous on X U Xi. Hence by the hypothesis on .E,
there exists, for each j, a function Hj in A(D) that peak-interpolates &#x26;~
on K u Kj, i.e.,
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For 60 as given before, we denote by .L the compact set {p - 
0  t  ~o, 7 For each j, we can find a positive bj so small that for
all z in L u (DBW f), we have

and I ðj  2a. Denote the element 2-"’(Hi + 1)"I of A(D) by Gi - By the
m

choice of the bj, the product TI Gj converges uniformly on compact sub-
i=l

sets of D to g, a bounded holomorphic function on D. Since for 

every point .r in G,,(x) = 0 for some n, g satisfies (ii). The con-
00

dition (*) implies that the product Gj converges uniformly on L.
; = i

This, together with the statement due to Cirka, that if h c- HOO(D) has
a limit along the normal at p c- bD then it has also nontangential limit at p
and they are the same, (p. 629, [5]), implies that 9 belongs to A, and
satisfies (i). Clearly g belongs to C(15%supp ji). The property (iv) holds by
the choices of the {6,,I-l and IH.}-,. We prove now (iii). Denote by A,,
the set of points in bD where g* exists. For each m, we can deal with the

00

product p. == as we dealt with and see that it converges and
n#m ?=1

belongs to .aep. Denote by Am the subset of bD where p* exists. We have
that for all k, 9 = Fjb Gk and = Hence for all x in 

we have which completes the proof of

Lemma 1.4.

LIF,MMA 1.5. If F is any Borel subset of E and 0  a  2 1, then there exist&#x26;

a function 9 in such that

(i) g* == XP [g]-a.e. on E, the characteristic function of F,

(ii) the image of D contained in the set 

and 

PROOF. By the regularity of It we can find compact subsets Pi of F
.00

such that FicFi+l and = 0. Similarly there exist compact sub-
i=i 

/ / 
" 

BB
sets Xi of such that and = 0. ° For each I

_ 

B i=1 /

we choose a function in which satisfies the proper-
ties of Lemma 1.4 for Xi and some xj  -1. Since for each j, K, r~ F, == 0
the functions == 1 on F, and == -Ion Kj, are continuous on Ki U Fi.
By the hypothesis on E we can find Hj in A(D) which peak-interpolates hi
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on Ki U By choosing the Sufficiently small we can assume that

for all where

and where Wi are open neighborhoods of supp p in D such that 
00

andnTVi = supp fi. We denote the functions
l_1

in A. (D) by Choose a sequence of positive numbers ~3;  1 such that
00

~~:2x and sin(~/4)2"~B By the choices of 
~=1 00

~.1~’~~~ ° 1 in A(D), ~~~~~ ° 1 and the 
~=1

converges uniformly on compact subsets of D to a bounded holomorphic
function g which is continuous on DBsupp/X and clearly satisfies (ii).

We denote the subset of .E where does not exist. is the set

then p(A’) = 0. We show that for all x in L’B~.o, g*(x) exists and that
g* = 0 on U = 1 on Indeed, if x belongs to u Ao,
there exists some j such that x E ..1~’~B.Ao, but then ,

and the latter term goes to zero when z approaches x along the normal by
the choice of gi and If and 8 &#x3E; 0, we choose a jo such that
x E for all 1 &#x3E; 10 and 2 ~’’  8/16. We have that for some 11 de-

pending on z

Since for all z in D
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we can use the inequality

repeatedly to obtain

By using the fact that when

we obtain

But if

Thus we can majorize

by

which by choice of ~~~~3 °__1, ~g~~~ ° 1, ~1~’~~~ ° 1 and 10, is majorized by E/4 for
all z in L;.. Hence

where jo depends only on x in FBA’, and therefore g(z) approaches 1 when-
ever z approaches x in along the normal. This completes the proof
of Lemma 1.5.

Since the space is a linear space and the simple functions are dense
in we can conclude from Lemma 1.5 that is dense in 

Thus the proof of the existence of an interpolating / in A for any f in L°°(~u),
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is reduced to showing that is closed in L°°(,u). This can be done by using
the Gelfand transform in order to represent as the algebra of continuous
functions on its maximal ideal space and then applying a result of Bade
and Curtis [1] : If A is a compact F-space and A is a Banach subalgebra of
C(A) that is dense in ~(!1), then A = C(A). (Recall that a compact space A
is an F-space if disjoint open F-sets in A have disjoint closures.)

We give a more elementary argument which allows us to get at the same
time the other properties stated in the theorem.

PROOF OF THEOREM I.1. It is clearly sufficient to prove the theorem
for functions in with norm 1. We first prove the theorem for a non-

negative function f.
We define a sequence of Borel sets Ei in E and a sequence of fi in

as follows: Let .Eo = ~x E E: 2 C f (x)  1} and fi = / 2013 ~.. Induc-
9-1 ’

tively, let E~ _ 2’~’+~/,(~) ~ 2’-’} and f, = f - ~ 2-(k+l)XEk. The
~-i k=0

converges to f in L°°(p). Pick for each j, a function gi in
k=0 

_ 

*

AI" n which satisfies Lemma 1.5 for .E~ and some ocj  I.
Consider a conformal map h from the set A = and I arg z 
 nf4) to the set A’=== and 0 C arg z ~ such

that h(o) = 0, h(l) =1. Since the function h is continuous up to the

boundary, the functions f, = belong to A, r1 and /y = XEJ’
00

[/z]-a.e. on E. The converges in H°°(D) to a function I
_

which belongs to aett r1 since ~,~ r1 C(DBsupp P) is a closed

subalgebra of By the choice of the ij, we have that f * = f [,u]-a.e.
on E, ll* (x) I  1 for all x in bDBE where f * exists, f (z) C 1 and 0  
whenever z E D.

We use this special case to prove the theorem for any function f in 
with norm 1. Let /S={.re~:/(~)~0}. Choose a function f 1 in

which satisfies Lemma 1.5 for S. On ~’, we may write

filii = exp for some p in and 0  99  1. The functions if [
and can be interpolated as in the first part of the proof of the theorem by
functions f 2 and /g respectively in A&#x3E; r1 C(-DBsupp P) such that 1 1
for all in bDBE where ii exists and and &#x3E; 0 when 

(j = 2, 3). The function i =ili2 exp(2niia) belongs to aett r1 

interpolates f on E, whenever z E D and for all x in

bDBE where f * exists.
This concludes the proof of Theorem I.1 for domains D with Cl,’-bounclary..

This regularity condition was, however, y used in only two places: first to
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ensure the existence of a 6,,-strip under E inside D and secondly to use a
theorem due to Cirka (p. 629, y [5]) about nontangential limits.

These properties hold on a much larger class of domains in CN, for ex-
ample for the polydisc. For instance Theorem 1.1 on polydisc can be
restated as follows.

THEOREM 1.6. Let E be a Borel subset of TN of which each compact subset
is a peak set for A( UN) and be an element of u’1(,(E). For each f E .L°°(E, p)
there exists a f unction f in H°°( UN) r1 C( UN",,-supp p) such that

(i) lim = f(x) for [,u]-aZmost all x in E.

(ii) whenever z E UN.

(iii) whenever x is in b UNBE and the limit

exists.

3. - Proof of Theorem 1.2.

We want to show that in the case of strictly pseudoconvex domains or
the unit polydisc the condition on E in Theorem 1.1 is also necessary.
We first prove the following general result.

LEMMA 1.7. Let D be a bounded, starshaped domain in CN and let E be
a Borel subset of bD which is a peak-interpolation set for every measure in u’1(,(E).
If K is a compact subset of .E and It annihilates A(D), then = 0.

PROOF. We may assume that D is starshaped with respect to the origin.
We fix a compact K in E and a measure ,u which annihilates A(D) and
prove that = 0 for every compact subset Ko of K.

Denote by v the measure I restricted to K. Since .~’ is compact,
supp v = supp v where v denotes as before the trivial extension of v to CN.
Hence by the hypothesis on E, we can find a function f in n

n C(D%supp v ) with f * = yK. [v] a.e. on bD and If* ~ 1 on DBsupp v.
We define the functions f m(z) = These functions belong to

A(D) since D is starshaped. Therefore for all m and n,

Hence
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We define

But hn-+ XXo [,u]-a.e. This implies that = 0, which completes the
proof of the lemma.

This lemma combined with Theorem 6.1.2 of [25] yields immediately
Theorem 1.2 in the case of the unit polydisc.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2 for strictly pseudoconvex domains. By Wein-
stock [40] it is sufficient to show that for every x in B there exists a ball
centered at x such that p(K) = 0 whenever K is compact in E r1 B and
whenever Iz annihilates A(D n B).

But every point x in bD has a neighborhood U in D such that U is
strictly convex for a suitable choice of holomorphic local coordinates. There-
fore the above statement holds by Lemma 1.7.

4. - Proof of Theorem 1.3.

We first prove Theorem 1.3 for a strictly convex domain D. We may
assume D contains the origin.

By Bishop’s lemma [2] it is sufficient to show that for every compact
subset .K of E and every measure ,u which annihilates A(D), lz(K) = 0.

After composing f with a conformal map on its range if necessary, we
may assume that f (z) ~ ~C 1 and Re f (z) &#x3E; 0 on D. As 11m log f ) C 

(p E (0, oo)) has a pluriharmonic majorant (p. 151, [28]) and so
belongs to Lumer’s Hardy space, (see [21]), and log f,(z) = log f(7:z) con-

verges to log f * as r -&#x3E;1 in LV(bD, da) where da denotes the surface
measure on bD.

We denote by Ao the Borel subset of bD on which f * exists. The sent E
is clearly a Borel set. Let K be a fixed compact subset of E. Choose neigh-

00
borhoods Yn and Wn of K such that Wn D Vn and = K. Let kn be

n=1

COO-functions on CN with support contained in Wn and which are identically
one on Vn, 0  7~n C 1 anywhere else and which satisfy the inequality

-  Anlz - z’ ~ for some positive constant An for all z, z’ in D.
We define
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where K(z, W)I[O(Z, W)]N is the Cauchy-Fantappiè kernel as described in [35]
or in [19] (p. 190 ff. ). By the properties of the Cauchy-Fantappiè kernel
the functions gn are holomorphic in D. They have moreover the following
properties:

Let us assume first that these properties hold. We define then

These functions form a uniformly bounded family in H’(D). Let ípn,m(z)
== then the are in A (D ) and for all o in bD which are
not in En = Eo m bD : 0} we have that lim 
Hence whenever p annihilates A(D), we have 

’~~~~°

which gives us that

When n -~ oo, we have that the characteristic functions of (w e bD : ~ 0}
approaches 7 the characteristic function of K. Hence since for all n,

~ =1 on I~, we obtain that

or
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But

lets us conclude that p(K) = 0.
The proof of Theorem 1.3 in the case of a strictly convex domain D will

be completed if we show that all gn satisfy the properties (1)-(3). In order
to do so we will make use of the estimates about the Oauchy-Fantappiè
kernel obtained in [35 J.

This inequality holds for all r in ( O,1 ) because of the reproducing proper-
ties of the Oauchy-Fantappiè kernel for functions in A(D).

The first term is bounded from above by a constant independent of o
and wo by estimates on the Cauchy-Fantappie kernel given on p. 828 of [35].
(See also [34]). The second term is bounded from above by f*

where depends on e and n. By choosing r close enough
to 1 this can be bounded from above by 1.

The last term can similarly be bounded by 1 by choosing r close to 1
since goes uniformly on bD to log/ for -c approaching 1 and e  1.

Thus we have that

for some constant independent of e and wo . This implies properties (1)
and (3) for the Un’s.

In order to prove (2 ), we look at the differences
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where

The third term is small when 2uo is in = 01 or in (bDBE) n Ao and
e, e, 7: ~1. The second term is bounded from above by

For any s &#x3E; 0 and e’ we can find 7: sufficiently close to 1, such that
this term is less than e. We estimate the first term from above by

where

and 1 jp = 1. The function (1w - is in .LI(bD, da)
if q is chosen sufficiently small (see p. 830, [35]) while Hwo(e, t)’, w) is uni-
formly bounded and approaches zero when e and approach 1.

This completes the proof of property (2) for the functions gn and hence
the proof of Theorem 1.3 in the case of a strictly convex domain D.

The proof for a strictly pseudoconvex domain follows from this in the
same way as we proved Theorem 1.2 by using Weinstock’s result [40].

It should be pointed out that an analogous result does not hold on the
unit polydisc without additional restrictions on the function f. Indeed,
for the unit polydisc, it is not true in general that such a set E is contained
in the distinguished boundary as can be seen by looking at z2) = 1- Zl.

PART II

PEAK-INTERPOLATION SETS FOR THE POLYDISC ALGEBRA

I. - Results.

For strictly pseudoconvex domains in CN, Rudin [26] proved the fol-
lowing theorems.

THEOREM 1. Let D be a bounded strictly pseudoconvex domain in CN
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with Let Q be an open set in R- and 0: Q -7 bD a non-

singular Cl-mapping that satisfies the orthogonality condition

For every compact subset K of Q, O(K) is a peak-interpolation set for A(D).

THEOREM 2. With D and Q as in the preceding result, if 0: S? --&#x3E; bD is of
class C", if 0’ satisfies a condition o f positive order (i.e. I 0’(z) - ~’(z’} ~ 1

some ex &#x3E; 0), and i f Ø(K) is a peak -interpolation set for A(D),
for every compact subset K in Q, then ~~’(x) v, 0 for all x E Q
and v E Rm.

In case the set is a manifold, the orthogonality condition of

Theorem 1 is equivalent to saying that 0(.Q) is an interpolation manifold
for bD. However, the set O(S?) need not be a manifold as the example
mentioned in Part I illustrates. Let 0: It --~ bB2(0, 1) } be given by

for some positive irrational number «. The set O(R) is not a manifold but
the map 0 satisfies the required orthogonality condition.

For the unit polydisc, we have obtained the following results, which
show that interpolation manifolds are those submanifolds of TN that satisfy
the cone condition of Burns and Stout [3].

THEOREM 11.1. Let Q be an open set in R- and let W: Q - RN be a non-
singular map of class e2 such that for all x in Q

If K is ac compact subset of Q, then expoP(K) is a peak-interpolation set for
A(UN) where

THEOREM 11.2. I f ’1’: f2 ---&#x3E;- RN is a nonsingular map of class el such that
all ’t’; satis f y a condition o f positive order a and such that, f or every
compact set K in Q, expoP(K) is a peak-interpolation set for then
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Just as in the strictly pseudoconvex case, expo!P(D) need not be a mani-
fold as can be seen from the example mentioned in Part I, namely

where a is a positive irrational number. If expoP(Q) is a manifold the con-
dition of Y is equivalent to saying that it is an interpolation manifold
for UN.

The methods used in proving Theorem 11.1 consist of mapping, locally
around any point p in ~(~2)y the set expoT(S2) into an interpolation mani-
fold of class Cl in the boundary of the unit ball in CN. The rest of the proof
follows then from Theorem 1 of Rudin [26].

The proof of Theorem 11.2 uses the same methods as used by Nagel
and Rudin [23] for studying the boundary behavior of holomorphic func-
tions on strictly pseudoconvex domains.

Both Theorem and Theorem 11.2 should be compared with analogous
results due to Burns and Stout [3] for real analytic functions.

We also point out that in certain cases Theorem 11.1 is a consequence
of an interpolation result of Forelli [10] involving the concept of null

S-width. Examples of this relation to Forelli’s result are given after the

proof of the theorems.

2. - Proof of Theorem 11.1.

The key ingredient of the proof of Theorem 11.1 is Bishop’s lemma [2].
In order to prove Theorem it is sufficient to prove that for every point p
in . there is an open neighborhood Q1) of p in Q such that v( expoP(K)) = 0
whenever is compact in Q1) and v annihilates A(UN).

Fix p in S~. The condition

implies that m :-::;: N -1. Hence there exist an open neighborhood 141 of p,
relatively compact in Q, and a ..., flN) : RN of class Cl
such that on W,
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We denote by The following lemma is the key remark which
enables us to link Theorem rI.l to Rudin’s Theorem 1 for the unit ball BN.

(See [26] and [28].)

LEMMA 11.3. The map ø: CN with Pi = sends W2)
into bBN. It is a nonsingular map of class Cl such that ~~’(x)v~ Ø(x) == 0
zvhenever x E W1) and v E 

PROOF. The smoothness of 0 and the fact that ~( W~) c bBN are direct
consequences of the choice of the (Xi.

In order to see that 0 is nonsingular, we notice that

is a local diffeomorphism away from the coordinate planes. Hence =

= ... , y~N(x) ) has real rank m since P is nonsingular,
which proves that 0 is nonsingular.

For any x E W1) and v E 

~=1 Vtlrlc /

by the choice of rxj.

The rest of the proof of Theorem II.1 follows the general lines of Rudin’s
proof of Theorem 1 in [26], (see also [28], p. 215 ff.~, by using Lemma 11.3.

We choose Q1) to be an open neighborhood of p, relatively compact in W1)’
on which the following holds

for some suitable constant c.

Let y be defined on Wp by

LEMMA 11.4. -There exists a constacnt c’ &#x3E; 0 such that for all z in UN

whenever x E Q1).
PROOF. By the definition of y we have that
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where w = (w,,...,wN) is given Since WE BN by the choice of
the we have by Lemma 2.1 of [26] that

LEMMA 1I.5. For all x in and v in lEgm the inner product

converges to

as 6 Re F&#x3E;(w) &#x3E; 0 unless v = 0.

PROOF. We have that, for fixed XE!)1)’ 

We expand about x to obtain that

Where 6’ and 3§ are between 0 and 6.
The first term is zero because, by choice of the c~j,
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By letting 6 -~ 0 and by using the fact that

we obtain that

We prove now that Be F&#x3E;(v) &#x3E; 0 unless v = 0. Suppose that for some x
in Q1) and v in Rm,

then for all j =1, ..., N we have

which can only happen if v --- 0 since all the aj &#x3E; 0 on D, and VI is non-
singular. Since

when v = (1, 0, ..., 0) we must have Re Fae(v) &#x3E; 0 unless v = 0.

We are now ready to prove Theorem II.I.

PROOF oF THEOREM 11.1. By Lemma II.5 and by Lemma 2.4 of [26]
we have that the function

is zero-free on it is plainly continuous there.
Let be continuous with support in Q1). For 6 &#x3E; 0 we define
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By Lemma 11.4, the real part of the inner product in the integrand is non:
negative when so hd belongs to A( UN) for 6 sufficiently small. More-
over the family {h,,} has the following properties (with 6 sufficiently small)-

These properties are proved by using the above lemmas and arguments
similar to those used in [26] and will not be given here. The rest of The-

orem 11.1 follows the same lines as the proof of the main result in [26]:
Let K be a compact subset of Q1). Choose compact subsets Ki such that

00

and n .Ki = K, on which there exist continuous functions f with
i=l 

_

and f i ---1 on K. Since expow is one-to-one on we have

that is defined and continuous on some compact subset of TN.
Let 7&#x26;i,,6 be the functions constructed as above for Then

= 0 whenever v annihilates A( UN). By letting 3 - o, we have

which for i -+00 gives that = 0.

By Bishop’s lemma and the remark made in the beginning this completes
the proof of Theorem 11.1.

3. - Proof of Theorem IL2.

We obtain Theorem 11.2 as a direct consequence of Lemma 4.2 in [23]
and the following theorem.

THEOREM 11.6. Let q: (0, 1) --&#x3E; RN be a map of class Cl, such that cp’
satisfies a Hölder condition of order a(a &#x3E; 0 ) and such that g’ (x) belongs to

for all x in (0, 1). Then for all points x in (0, 1), there exists a nontangential
,curve yx in UN such that lim yx(t) = expop(x) and with the property that fort-0

every F in Hoo( UN), lim F(y&#x3E;(t)) exists for almost all x in (0, 1).t-0

With a nontangential curve yx we mean a curve of which every co-
ordinate projection is a nontangential curve in the unit disc C.

The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 1 in [23].
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PROOF OF THEOREM 11.6. It is sufficient to prove that the conclusion
of the theorem holds for any compact K = [a, b] contained in (0, 1). Fix

such a .~ and pick nonnegative functions Lx, with support in (0, 1) such

that «; == c; on ..K’ and which satisfy a Holder condition of order a on R.
Let u~(x, t) be the Poisson integral of ocj for t &#x3E; 0. Let Q be the set

each coordinate projection of yx is clearly a nontangential curve in the unit
disc and = expop(x) when t-0

Let .F’ be any bounded holomorphic function on UN and denote

by f (z) where z = x + it. Fix for the moment z in the interior
of Q. The point w = expof(z) is the center of a polydisc with polyradius

in UN. By Schwarz’s lemma we have that

and hence

where

By using the estimate for the numerator given on p. 582 of [23] and the
inequality

on Q, we have that is in LV(Q) for some p &#x3E; 1.

Hence by Theorem 4 of [23] we can conclude that for almost all x in K,

exists.
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4. - Examples.

In this section we consider the relations between the cone condition used

in Theorem 11.1 and the concept of null S-width due to Forelli [10].
Let S be a set of unit vectors in RN. A set E in RN is said to have null

S-width if for all s &#x3E; 0, there exist a family in S and a family h°
00

of open intervals in R such that L  s and
i=l 

’

where l(Ij) denotes the length of the interval 
Forelli [10] obtained the following interpolation result : Let G be a coun-

table union of sets of null S-width where S varies over compact subsets of unit
vectors in R7+. Then, for every compact K of G, exp (K) is a peak-interpola-
tion set for A( TIN).

The following theorem, analogous to Theorem 6.3.5 of [25], shows that
for m = 1, Theorem II.1 is a special case of Forelli’s result.

- THEOREM II.7 : Let Q be an open set in ll~ and S~ --~ RN be a map

of class C2 such that for all x E S2, for every compact
set Kin Q, P(K) has null S-width where S is a compact set of unit vectors in 

PROOF. We may assume that for x in Q with 1  ~  k belong
to l~_ and y§(r) with k + 1 ~ l  N to 1~+ . Consider the map cp : 
defined by

By Theorem 5 in [10], there exists a compact set S’ of unit vectors in R)
such that has null S’-width. (See also Theorem 6.3.5 of [25].) We
consider now the map DC: R2 -RN given by
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Then x(~’) = S is a compact set of unit vectors in R~. We prove that 
has null S-width. Indeed, for a given s &#x3E; 0, we can find a family 
in S’ and a family of open intervals {Ii}li in R with midpoints a, and
00 -

such that q(K) c U Denote by v’ and
i=1 ;=1

by 1 the open interval with mjdpoint a; = + (N - and

length equal to l(Ij). be given and j be such that 99(x), 
Then

which is less than Hence tp(K) is contained in

which completes the proof of the theorem.

For certain higher dimensional manifolds, the cone condition implies
null S-width. This is true, for example, for cylindrical hypersurfaces in
llgN (N ~!! 3).

THEOREM 11.8. Let Q be an open set in RN-11 and let 0: S~ -~ RN be a

nonsingular map of class el given by

where T is a translation and .R a rotation of RN such that for all t in Q

If K is a compacct in Q, then Ø(K) has null S-width for some compact set 8
o f unit vectors in 

PROOF. We first consider the curve y given by y(t) == (XI(t), X2(t)) in R2.
By Theorem 6.3.5 in [25], we know that has null S’ -width where n,
denotes the projection on the t1-axis in llgN-1 and where
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Hence for a given 8 &#x3E; 0, we can find in S’ and open intervals

in R with midpoints aj such that and
~’=1

By the choice of the set S’ and by the cone-condition on ø, the set .R(~S’ X ~0~ )
is a compact set of unit vectors in R~ or Ri . Let us assume it is in R~ and
let us denote .R(ui , u2, 0,..., 0 ) by v’ and by I’ the open interval with center
a3 === aj -~- T(O), v’) and length l(Ij). Clearly

If S is in we replace it by - S. The set Ø(K) has then clearly null

The previous result is false for general surfaces.

THEOREM 3f be a compact, strictly convex hypersurface of class e2
in RN (N &#x3E; 3). Any compact subset K of M with null S-width has surface
measure zero.

By strictly convex, we mean here that If has a defining function whose
Hessian is strictly positive definite.

This theorem implies for example that the peak-interpolation properties
for A (U3) of compact subsets of where SZ = (x, y, z) E 8+ : x2 -E-
-[- y2 + Z2 = 11 is only a consequence of Theorem 11.1 and not of Forelli’s
result.

PROOF. Suppose 1, is an interval of length Bj in R. Then _ {x E 112:
x, uj) E Il is part of If contained between two hyperplanes with distance 
apart from each other.

The area of can be bounded from above by C~~ where C is a con-
stant which depends only on iV and is independent of Ej, the hyperplanes
bordering Mj and any choice of coordinates. This estimate on the area

of .M~ is given in [29].
If -If is a compact subset of ill with null S-width then for any E &#x3E; 0,

there exist full’ , in ~S and open intervals with = Ej such that
k k k

s and such that K c U {x x, Ill. Thus K c U .i1/.1 where
i=l i=1
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_ ~x E .M: x, Ui) E But then by the above estimate we have that
k k

area (.’)  area (Mi) 0 L si  C8. Since this holds for all ê, we con-
i=1 i=1

clude that area (.K’) = 0.

PART 11I

INTERPOLATION OF C--FUNCTIONS

I. - Results.

Hakim and Sibony [14] proved the following interpolation and peaking
results for strictly pseudoconvex domains.

THEOREM 1. Let D be ac bounded, strictly pseudoconvex domain in CN
with C2-boundary. I f a subset .E of bD is a local peak set for A2(D) then it is
locally contained in a C ’-interpolation manifolde of real dimension (N-1 ).

THEOREM 2. Let D be a bounded, strictly pseudoconvex domain in CN,
with Coo-boundary and let be an interpolation mani f old of bD of class Coo.

If K is a subset of ~, then K is an interpolation set and ac local peak
set for A°°(D) .

The first theorem implies that in general the union of two peak sets
for Ak(D) (k &#x3E; 2) need not be a peak set for A2(D) and hence a simple
argument by partition of unity cannot be given to improve the local peaking
property of Theorem 2 to a global one. Chaumat and Chollet [4] used methods
involving ä-problems to prove.

THEOREM 3. Let D be a bounded, strictly pseudo convex domacin in CN
with and let ’ be acn interpolation manifold of class eoo. Every
compact subset K of E is a peak set for Aoo(D).

For the unit polydisc, we have obtained the following similar result.

THEOREM 111.1. Every compact subset K of an interpolation manifold E
of TN of class eoo, is an interpolation set and a local peak set for Aoo( UN).

The technique involved in proving this consists essentially in constructing
strictly pseudoconvex domains in CN that contain the open polydisc and
for which, at least locally, Z is an interpolation manifold.

A global peaking result and a result similar to Theorem 1 of Hakim

and Sibony are not known yet for the polydisc.
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2. - Technical lemmas.

If Z is a k-dimensional interpolation submanifold of ~CN then as we noted
before, k is less than or equal to N -1. We begin by proving that any
such manifold is locally contained in an (N - I)-dimensional interpolation
manifold of TN.

LEMMA 111.2. k-dimensional Interpolation manifolds of TN of
class Coo, then for every p there exists a neighborhood V in TN and an
(N -1 )-dimensionaZ interpolation manifold f of TN of class eoo such that

contained 2n 2.

PROOF. Let W be an open set in Rk and 99: W-RN be a eoo-map
which composed with exp is a parameterization of 1: is some neighborhood U
of p. The set cp(W) is a k-dimensional submanifold of RNsuch that the cone
condition n = {01 holds for all q in cp(W). The matrix

has maximal rank and we may as well assume that on W

We construct a map y : rank where W’ = W x RN-1-11 and

such that on while for all the cone condition

holds. V’Ve denote the coordinates in W’ by (x, x’) where 

(xk+1, ... , xN-,) in RN-1-11, and we choose
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where the (N -1- l~ ) vectors al = (L*41,k+l , - - - , a L,N_I ) are linearly independ-
ent in RN-i-x and none is contained in the positive or negative cone of 
The map y has the desired property and the manifold 2 = expoy( W’ ) sat-
isfies the conclusion of Lemma 111.2. 

’

Since at first we are interested only in local results, we consider a maximal
dimensional interpolation manifold 27, and we assume we are working in
a neighborhood U of the point p = ( 1, ... , 1 ) in 27. Whenever necessary

throughout this section we shrink this neighborhood without mention.

We have TN = ..., exp(iON)): 01, ..., ON I so the tangent
space of TN is spanned by We denote the coordinates in

the ambient CN by (z,, ..., If lzj = r j , ~Te have that away from the

plane ~z3 = 0},

On some neighborhood U’ of p in TN containing U, there exists a real-
valued function fJ E eOO(TN) such that

We denote by fl the extension to some neighborhood V of U’ in CN, given by

For simplicity we U. Using the function we construct
a strictly pseudoconvex hypersurface with defining function py which con-
tains E and for which Z points in the complex direction.

LEMMA 111.3. I f .D’== Iz E V : e(z) cU~ where

then the following conditions are satisfied.

(1 ) 1

(2) V r1 UN is contained in D’,

(3) The function t) is strictly pluriharmonic near the point p,

(4) TN r’1 V is contained in bD’ and for any point of V,
~1 V) c 
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Since

we remark that

when restricted to 1:, which is the k-th component of the normal to 27 in TN.

PROOF OF LEMMA 111.3. The conclusions (1) and (2), as well as the first
part of (4), are easy to verify using the fact that for all k, 0 on V

(after shrinking V if necessary).
A straightforward calculation using the fact that p .--- ( 1, ... , 1 ), gives

us that 

But since we have that

Hence for all ,

The conclusion of (3) follows then immediately from the fact that

In order to prove the second part of (4), we remark that, (see [4]),
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For every q in the neighborhood of p, the space is spanned by
N

where with the property ccj,k are real-valued func-
k=l 

’

N

tions such on U whenever 1-y20131. If we
’

N

choose Xi = i L and use alaz, = it
k=l

follows that for on U. For all q E U we also
have that Re X’(q) belongs to since

This concludes the proof of Lemma 1II.3.

LEMMA rrr.4..For each point p in ~, there exists a strictly pseudoconvex
domain D in CN with boundary of class Coo contains the unit polydisc
and for neacr P, E is an interpolaction manifold.

REMARK. More explicitly, there is a neighborhood TF of p in CN such
that 27 n -W is contained in bD and Z r’1 W is an interpolation manifold for D.

PROOF oF LEMMA 111.4. Let D’ be as constructed in Lemma 111.3.
We extend the function to a Coo-function on CN, which we denote again
by o. Let X be a nonnegative eoo-function on CN such that x _--_ 0 on U’,
a neighborhood of p in Z such We also choose X such
that where e’= e-êx and such that dist (UN,
b~z E V : el = 0}) &#x3E; 0 where e is so small that de’ =1= 0 and ~O’ is strictly pluri-
harmonic in V. Since UN has a neighborhood basis of strictly pseudoconvex
domains of class eoo, we can find such a domain C with a Coo defining func-
tion such that but - The domain D is

obtained by modifying the functions o’ and r on a small neighborhood of
bC n fz EV’: Q’== 0} as described in [36], pp. 384-386.

3. - Interpolation results.

We use Lemma 11I.4 to prove a local peak result and a local interpola-
tion result.
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THEOREM III.5 . k-dimensional interpolation manifold of class Coo
for TN, then each compact subset K of E is a local peak set and a local inter-
polation set for AOO( UN).

PROOF. Fix a point q in .~ and let 27 and D be as constructed in
Lemma 111.2 and Lemma 111.4. Let U be the open neighborhood of q in
27 contained in bD. We choose a neighborhood W of q in ~, compactly con-
tained in U and denote the compact set K (’B W by Z. By [14] (theorem 2)
we can conclude that there exists a neighborhood Wq of q in D and a func-
tion G in A°°(D) such that G = 0 on L n Wq and Re G  0 on DBL n Wq.
We may assume that Wq n 27 is contained in W. Denote the neighborhood

of q in UN by V~. By the construction of D then, G 
is a function in Aoo( UN) such that G = 0 on K n T~q and Re (7  0 on

n Yq .
The same theorem of [14] gives us that for any function f in there

exists a neighborhood Wq in D and a function in A°°(D) such that

P == f on L n Wq. But then again by letting ~ n UN == Vq and F 
we have that and .F = f on .K n 

Note. The interpolation process gives interpolating functions which are
not merely in A°°( UN) but which continue analytically across b UNBTN r) V.

The proof of the global interpolation result follows from Theorem 111.5
by constructing a suitable partition of unity exactly as done in [14] for the
.strictly pseudoconvex case.

APPENDIX

NON-EXISTENCE

OF DIFFERENTIABLE PEAK-INTERPOLATION RESULTS

Interpolation and peak results are known for various function algebras
on compact subsets of interpolation manifolds for a strictly pseudoconvex
domain D. The following theorem shows that Cm-functions on such sets
cannot be interpolated in Am(D).

THEOREM D be a strictly pseudoconvex domain in CN with boundary
of class Ck and let M be a compact ek-interpolation manifold for D. If A’(D)
-interpolates Cm(M), then l  [ml2].
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In the proof of this theorem we use the function spaces A« which are
defined on p. 441 of [32] as generalisation to manifolds of the spaces

where k is the smallest integer greater than a and u(x, y) denotes the con-
volution of f with the Poisson kernel on the upper halfspace of 

PROOF. Choose a function f in such that some derivative of order

m - l does not belong to U ÅIX: We assume that some function .~ in A~(D)
a1

interpolates f on lll [m/2] + 1. Since all the derivatives of order

[m~2] + 1 of .F exist and are continuous on D, we know that all of its
derivatives of order [m/2] belong to A~ (see [31], p. 146). By Proposition 9,
p. 147 of [31], this means that F belongs to and by Corollary 2
on p. 443 in [32], that f, the restriction of F to M, belongs to 

But clearly p = 2(1 + [m/2]) &#x3E; m which implies by Proposition 9 on p. 147
of [31] that all derivatives of order m -1 of f belong to Åj)-m+1 contradic-
ting the choice of f.

The loss of differentiability of the order of [m-/2], does not happen in
the polydisc case.

THEOREM A.2. Any function in
em(L’) can be interpolated in A’-’( U2).

00

PROOF. Any function f in can be written as ~ cn exp (in8)
where for n sufficiently large "’ ~°°

where is a square-summable sequence. (By using repeatedly partial
-

integration, /cnl = We interpolate exp (iO) by Zl and exp (- iO)
m m

by z2. The functions z2) and G(zi, z,) clearly be-
n=0 M=l

long to and their sum interpolates f on Z.
Although up to now we have not succeeded in obtaining this result for

more general interpolation manifolds than E, it allows us to show that there
cannot exist differentiable peak-interpolation results for compact inter-

polation manifolds for strictly pseudoconvex domains.
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THEOREM A.3. Let 1 2 does there

exist 0 2n such that (P = g~ on if and IØ(z) 1 1 for 
where q;: M - T is given z2 ) = 

PROOF. We denote by 1p the map from M to T given by x2) =

/2zZ. The map (g, y) maps .M bijectively onto E = ((exp (10), exp (-10)) :
If there exists a function 0 in A2 (B2) which peakinterpolates q,

then the map a = (~, ll’) where VF(ZI z2) = z,), has the property that
c U2 and a(M) = E.

For any function f in C3(M), the function = belongs to 
Hence by the above theorem this function can be interpolated by a func-
tion in A 2(U2) . The function = 1’o(X belongs to A2(B2) and interpo-
lates f. This shows that A2 (B2) interpolates contradicting The-
orem A.I.
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